EDITORIAL THEME: Human & Digital Connectivity

>**The Relationship Gap in Our Schools**/A Washington district bridges the digital, racial and trust divides that improve family connection during year of remote instruction.

>**Challenges & Opportunities in Federal Technology Funding**/Tapping federal funds is a hot topic with new opportunities. A timely, practical perspective.

>**So You Want to Do a Community Survey?**/What do survey experts know about methodology errors in constructing surveys? This advice improves data quality.

>**Building Students’ Social Capital**/Five steps that develop students’ ability to build personal and professional relationships.

And more ... Columns include Leadership Lite (humor), Board-Savvy, Legal Brief and Ethical Educator (drawn from real-life incidents).

Facetime you gain with 20,000 superintendents and district-level leaders when you advertise monthly in print.

* 89% of School Administrator readers are involved in district purchases
* 92% of school district decisions/purchased take place in district offices, led by superintendents

**Ad Deadline: Dec. 10**

Contact Kathy Sveen TODAY. She can create a program to stretch your budget and meet your specific needs. Ask her about new offers, advertorial, digital and e-marketing opportunities!